Aiming to Become an Environmentally Advanced Company
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level of chlorine just one-tenth that of normal oils, was
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low-chlorine oils for the environment, but also extends

can greatly reduce the concentration of dioxin, with
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decreases the dioxin generated by municipal and
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environment-related products including surface-

The process wastewater treatment technology

strengthening and heat insulation materials.

developed for oil refineries is also finding application
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in the livestock industry for the treatment of animal
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waste. The high-efficiency active sludge unit and

home improvement centers, and factories throughout

denitrification and phosphorus removal units can be
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For Super Therm, a heat insulation coating

Cosmo Ventures, Inc.

Cosmo Ventures, Inc. is involved in the development

material first developed by NASA of the US, new

and sale of products, such as wastewater treatment

applications are being considered. We are

systems and cleaning agents replacing CFCs, based

developing a broad range of applications including

on petroleum-related technology for the reduction of

insulation for railway vehicles, buses and trucks and

environmental impact that can also be applied to

other applications taking advantage of its sound-
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insulating properties in addition to its conventional
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Bioflora 01 is one such product
for the treatment of wastewater
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containing oils using bioremediation

Cosmo Matsuyama Oil Co., Ltd. whose businesses

(a wastewater treatment technology

include production of petrochemical products,

using microorganisms). Unlike

gasoline, kerosene, diesel oil, and jet fuel oil,

existing treatment facilities, no
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chemicals or filtration films are
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necessary, and since oil or organic materials in the
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responding to market needs for products.
The company, for example, receives benzene that

wastewater are biodegraded into water and carbon

is generated from the benzene separation process at

dioxide, it not only reduces the use of chemicals but

oil refineries and uses it as a raw material for

also dramatically reduces the sludge generated

producing chemical products by processing it with

during water treatment. We will promote the

equipment such as aromatics extractors.

introduction of this technology to factories striving to
achieve zero-emission operations.
Another product sold by Cosmo Ventures, Inc. is
New Petrosafesol, a new cleaning agent that has no
ozone depletion or global warming effect, replacing
specified CFCs or trichloroethane as a detergent for
metal parts. Because it has excellent washing and
drying properties, and does not require equipment for
washing with water, it has attached much attention as

Aromatics extractor processing petrochemicals

Pseudocumene, a petrochemical produced by

a true next-generation cleaning agent.

Cosmo Matsuyama Oil, is used as a base material in

Cosmo Trade & Service Co., Ltd.

a new method of neutrino detection at KemLAND, a
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Cosmo Trade & Service is a trading company; in FY

neutrino observatory for a research project organized

2001 a new Environment Development Division was

by Tohoku University.
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